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Introduction 
Let M be a lattice having a first element 0 and a last element u; an 
element a EM is said to be a central element of M, if the following con-
ditions hold: 
(i): a is complemented: a II a' = 0 and a va' = u, for some a' EM; 
(ii): a is sup-dist1"ibutive: a v (x II y) = (a v x) II (a v y), for all x, y EM; 
(iii): a is inf-distributive: a II (x v y) = (a II x) v (a II y), for all x, y EM; 
(iv): a is cancellable: if avx=avy and allx=aIlY, then x=y. 
In [1], GRATZER has shown that the set of the conditions (ii), (iii) 
and (iv) is equivalent to the single condition 
(v): (allx)v(ally)v(xlly)=(avx)lI(avy)lI(xvy), for all x,YEM. 
If M is the lattice fJJ(L) , constituted by all closure operators definable 
over the complete lattice L, then one shows that the conditions (iii) 
and (iv) are equivalent ([2], theorem 2) and so a closure operator L1 of 
L is central, if and only if the conditions (i), (ii) and (iii) are satisfied. 
The purpose of this note is to give a characterization of the central 
closure operators of L, by means of a single condition. 
§ 1 
Let us state the following 
Lemma. The element a of the lattice M is a central element of M, 
if and only if there is some element a' in M, such that 
(1) (a II x) v (a' II x)=(a v x) II (a' v x), for every x EM. 
Proof. Indeed, if a is a central element of M, and if a' denotes the 
complement of a (every central element is unicomplemented), then one 
obtains (1), by setting y = a' in (v). 
Conversely, let us suppose that the condition (1) holds and let us see 
that the element a is central. 
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(i): From (1), it follows that one has 
(2) x= (a /\ x) v (a' /\ x) = (a v x) /\ (a' v x), 
for every x EM. 
Hence 
a /\ a' «a v x) /\ (a' v x)=x=(a /\ x) v (a' /\ x)<a va', 
for every x EM. 
This means that M contains a first element 0 = a /\ a' and a last element 
u = a v a', and a' is a complement of a. 
(ii): By employing (2), one obtains 
a v (x /\y)=a v ((a /\x /\ y) V (a' /\ x /\y»=a v (a' /\x /\y)= 
=a v ((a v x) /\ (a' v x) /\ (a v y) /\ (a' v y) /\ a')= 
=a v ((a v x) /\ (a v y) /\ a'). 
On the other hand, one has, by employing (2) again, 
(a v x) /\ (a v y) = (a /\ (a v x) /\ (a v y» v (a' /\ (a v x) /\ (a v y» = 
=a v ((a v x) /\ (a v y) /\ a'), 
proving that a is sup-distributive. 
(iii): Analogously, one has 
a /\ (x V y) = a /\ ((a v x v y) /\ (a' v x v y» = a /\ (a' v x v y) = 
=a /\ (a' v (a /\x) v (a' /\x) v (a /\y) v (a' /\y»=a/\(a' v(a /\ x) v (a /\y»= 
=a /\ (a' v (a /\x) v (a /\y» /\ (a v (a /\x) v(a/\y»=(a /\ x) v (a /\ y), 
proving that a is inf-distributive. 
(iv): Let a v x=a v y and a /\ x=a /\ y. 
One has, for every Z EM, 
a' /\ z=a' /\ (a v z) /\ (a' v z)=a' /\ (a v z) 
and, consequently, 
a' /\ x=a' /\ (a v x)=a' /\ (a v y)=a' /\ y. 
Hence 
x=(a /\ x) v (a' /\ x)=(a /\ y) V (a' /\ y)=y, 
that is to say, a is cancellable. 
This means that a is central and the proof is complete. 
§ 2 
Now, let us consider the lattice ifJ(L) formed by all closure operators 
of the complete lattice L. 
From the lemma above, it follows that, if LJ E ifJ(L), then LJ is central, 
if and only if there is some closure operator LJ' E ifJ(L) such that 
(3) (LJ /\ tp) v (LJ' /\ tp) = (LJ v tp) /\ (LJ' v tp), 
for every tp E ifJ(L). 
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Our purpose is to improve this result. 
It is known that (j)(L) is dual atomistic, i.e., each element of (j)(L) is 
the. infimum of the dual atoms following it. A dual atom of (j)(L) is a 
closure operator cpa; of L such that there are only two elements of L which 
are closed under cpa;, namely, the last element u of L and the element 
xC~u). 
Thus, one has cp = 1\ cpa;, where F denotes the set of aU elements 
reEF 
X =F u, which are closed under cpo 
Let us recall that, if CP,1p E (j)(L), then one has 
Cp<'1p, if and only if 1p(x)=x implies cp(x)=x; 
(cp 1\ 1p)(x) = cp(x) 1\ 1p(x); 
(cp v 1p)(x)=x, if and only if cp(x)=1p(x)=x. 
We are going to state the following 
Theorem. It L is a complete lattice, then the closure operator LJ E (j)(L) 
is a central closure operator, it and only it there is some LJ' E (j)(L) such that 
(4) 
tor every dual atom cpa; E (j)(L). 
Proof. If L contains only one or two elements, then every closure 
operator of L is central and the theorem is trivial. For this reason, we 
suppose that L contains at least three elements. 
Let LJ be a central closure operator of L. Then, (3) holds for some 
LJ' E (j)(L) and for every cp E (j)(L); in particular, one has (4) for every 
dual atom cpa; E (j)(L). 
Conversely, let us suppose that (4) holds and let us see that LJ is central. 
From (4), it follows that, for every dual atom cpa; E (j)(L), one has 
(5) cpa; = (LJ 1\ cpa;) v (LJ' 1\ cpa;) = (LJ v cpa;) 1\ (LJ' v cpa;). 
Hence, it follows that LJ 1\ LJ' precedes every dual atom of (j)(L) and, 
consequently, LJ 1\ LJ' = t, where t is the identity operator of M, i.e., the 
first element of (j)(L). Moreover, LJ v LJ' follows every dual atom of (j)(L); 
since M contains at least three elements, there are at least two dual 
atoms in (j)(L); hence LJ v LJ' = w, where w is the last element of (j)(L), 
i.e., w(x) = u, for every x E L. 
This means that LJ' is a complement of LJ. 
Now, let cp= 1\ cpa; be any element of (j)(L). From (5), it follows 
reEF 
cp <, (LJ v cp) 1\ (LJ' v cp) <, (LJ v cpa;) 1\ (LJ' v cpa;) = cpa;, 
hence 
cp= (LJ v cp) 1\ (LJ' v cp). 
In order to conclude that LJ is central, we must prove that 
(6) cp= (LJ 1\ cp) v (LJ' 1\ cp). 
I 
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It is sufficient to state that 
ip<:(LI/\ ip) v (LI' /I ip). 
Let 
((LI /I ip) v (LI' /I ip))(c) =C<U, 
that is to say, 
c=(LI/\ ip)(c)=(LI' /I ip)(c)=LI(c) /I ip(c)=LI'(c) /I ip(c)<u. 
We are going to see that ip( c) = c. 
From ipc=(LI v ipc) /I (LI' v ipc), it follows that one has 
either LI(c) =c or LI'(c)=c. 
Let us suppose that LI(c)=c and, consequently, c<LI'(c). 
If c < ip( c) = a, then it is easy to see that a is not closed under LI'. In 
fact, if one has a=LI'(a); then, from 
LI'(c) <: LI'(a) = a = ip(c), 
it follows 
c=LI'(c) /I ip(c)=LI'(c), 
which is impossible. 
This means that one has a<LI'(a), i.e., a=LI(a). 
Consequently, 
hence 
ipc = (LI /I ipc) V (LI' /I ipc) = LI v (LI' /I ipc), 
ipa = (LI /I ipa) v (LI' /I ipa) = LI v (LI' /I ipa), 
W = ipc V ipa = LI v (LI' /I ipc) v (LI' /I ipa). 
But this is impossible, since from 
c=LI(c) = (LI' /I ipc)(c) 
and 
c=LI'(c) /I ip(c)=LI'(c) /I a=LI'(c) /I ipa(c)=(LI' /I ipa)(c), 
it follows w(c)=c, i.e., C=U, against the assumption that c<u. 
From this, one concludes that, if LI (c) = c, then ip( c) = c. 
By a similar argument, one sees that, if LI'(c)=c, then ip(c)=c, that 
is to say, (6) holds, as it was claimed. 
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